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Introduction 
Increasingly, in circumstances where commercial contracts go wrong, former clients try to recover losses 
from their solicitors on the basis of a complaint of poor service. In Gabriel v Little the Court of Appeal 
(Gloster LJ, with whom Fulford and Maurice Kay LJJ agreed) reversed the first instance decision finding 
that losses were recoverable for a breach of duty (reported at [2013] 1 B.C.L.C. 750) and usefully 
illustrates the importance of identifying the nature of the underlying commercial contract as well as the 
difficulty of applying Lord Hoffmann’s well-known distinction between a duty to provide information 
and a duty to advise. 
 
Factual background 
The claimant [G], a wealthy and experienced businessman, and the first defendant [L], a builder and 
developer, were friends. In 2007 L had tried to persuade G to lend £200,000 in relation to a property 
development but, although G’s solicitors, the fourth defendant [BPE], had drafted a loan agreement which 
specified a return of £70,000 after 18 months and a first charge by way of security, G refused to lend the 
money because L could not give him the first ranking security specified in the loan agreement. The loan 
agreement had set out the purpose of the loan to be to “assist with the costs of development” of the 
development opportunity.   

Later in 2007 L and G discussed G investing £200,000 in an alternative development of a derelict 
site owned by the third defendant [H Ltd], described by the judge as “in reality” L’s company.  The loan 
would be made to the second defendant [W Ltd] which L had incorporated as a special purpose vehicle 
for the offices development. In what was described by the first instance judge as a misunderstanding 
between the two men, L envisaged that G’s investment would be used to fund the purchase of the site by 
W Ltd from H Ltd while G in turn envisaged that L, through H Ltd, would contribute the site while his 
loan would be used as development finance; that crucial misunderstanding formed the basis for the 
subsequent litigation. The judge also found that G relied on L’s estimate of the cost of development and 
his own valuation of the site, and had not had the site or development costs professionally valued.   
As BPE had acted on G’s behalf in the earlier loan negotiations, L notified BPE of the agreement he 
thought had been reached with G but, fatally, BPE failed to obtain G’s confirmation and simply assumed 
that this reflected the agreement (this was accepted as a breach of duty by BPE). BPE resurrected the 
earlier loan agreement and, in a further breach of duty, failed to change the purpose of the loan from 
development finance to the purchase of the site by W Ltd from H Ltd; as a result G in turn assumed that 
the purpose of the loan was the former. Had he known that L was in fact making no contribution to the 
offices development he would not have made the loan. However, he did not seek advice from BPE on the 
commercial wisdom of the loan, which became relevant to the issue of the scope of BPE’s duty. 

After the loan agreement had been executed and the monies paid over by G to W Ltd, no 
development took place for nearly two years; G enforced his charge over the site but recovered only a 
fraction of the value which had been estimated in 2007. W Ltd had no assets so G sought to recover his 
loan (less the sale value of the site) by claiming: (i) that L had fraudulently misrepresented the purpose of 
the loan; (ii) that a “Quistclose” trust had been created over the funds and that L and HT Ltd had 
dishonestly assisted in breach of that trust; and (iii) that BPE had been in breach of duty. At first instance 



G failed in (i) and (ii), on the basis that L had explicitly told BPE that G’s loan was to be used to purchase 
the site from H Ltd, but succeeded in (iii). BPE appealed. 
 
The law 
The enquiry into whether loss resulting from professional negligence falls within the scope of the 
professional’s duty of care is essentially a factual one which is highly dependent on the particular 
circumstances of the case. To determine the scope of the duty of care requires identifying the kind of loss 
for which the victim is entitled to be compensated, in other words, a duty in respect of the kind of loss 
which the victim had suffered. In analysing the scope of the duty, a duty to provide information for the 
purpose of enabling the client to decide upon a course of action (“category 1”) is differentiated from a 
duty to advise someone as to what course of action he should take (“category 2”). “If the duty is to advise 
whether or not a course of action should be taken, the adviser must take reasonable care to consider all the 
potential consequences of that course of action. If he is negligent, he will therefore be responsible for all 
the foreseeable loss which is a consequence of that course of action having been taken. If his duty is only 
to supply information, he must take reasonable care to ensure that the information is correct and, if he is 
negligent, will be responsible for all the foreseeable consequences of the information being wrong.” (Lord 
Hoffmann in South Australia Asset Management Corp v York Montague Ltd [1997] A.C. 191 (“Saamco“), 
214 E–214F). 

After determining the scope of the professional’s duty of care, the next stage is causation; in other 
words, what are the consequences of the duty of care having been breached (in this case, L having lent 
without knowledge of the true facts). This is not the same question as “what the consequences would have 
been had the duty of care been fulfilled” (Lord Hoffmann in Saamco at 215E) since in “no-transaction” 
cases the lender would not have made the loan.  

Unless instructed expressly, a solicitor does not normally have a duty to advise on the commercial 
wisdom of a transaction, particularly where the client is an experienced businessman: 
 

“However if, in the course of doing that for which he is retained, he becomes aware of a risk or a 
potential risk to the client, it is his duty to inform the client. In doing that he is neither going beyond 
the scope of his instructions nor is he doing ‘extra’ work for which he is not to be paid. He is simply 
reporting back to the client on issues of concern which he learns of as a result of, and in the course of, 
carrying out his express instructions.  If a dentist is asked to treat a patient’s tooth and, on looking into 
the latter’s mouth, he notices that an adjacent tooth is in need of treatment, it is his duty to warn the 
patient accordingly. So too, if in the course of carrying out instructions within his area of competence 
a lawyer notices or ought to notice a problem or risk for the client of which it is reasonable to assume 
the client may not be aware, the lawyer must warn him.” Laddie J. in Credit Lyonnais v Russell Jones 
& Walker [2002] PNLR 2 at 28. 
 

First Instance and Court of Appeal 
The judge had found BPE liable for the whole of G’s loss because he considered that BPE, while under no 
duty to advise as to the commercial risks inherent in the loan, should have explained to G that, although 
he was advancing £200,000, his funds were going to be applied substantially for Mr Little’s benefit (by 
buying the site from H Ltd) and, in reality, Mr Little was not putting anything at all into the project.  He 
considered that BPE’s duty was neither to advise nor provide information but a hybrid duty to draw up a 
loan agreement which reflected the proposed transaction and accurately to inform G of the nature of the 
loan and why his £200,000 was being borrowed. As G would not have entered into the agreement if he 
had known the true purpose of the loan, the judge concluded that it was quite foreseeable that, if BPE’s 
duty was broken in the way which occurred, G would be likely never to recover his loan and have to 
depend on recovery from disposal of a wholly undeveloped derelict property. On appeal BPE argued that 
such findings were contradictory.     

Gloster LJ held that the judge had wrongly equated BPE’s duty as a category 2 duty to advise on 
the commercial risks inherent in the loan, when in fact it was a category 1 duty to provide information to 



G to allow him to decide what commercial course of action he should take. G’s losses did not fall within 
the scope of BPE’s duty of care nor were they the foreseeable consequences of the information being 
wrong. This was because in essence the development had always been highly speculative and G had 
proceeded on the basis of assumptions he had made as to the value of the site and the purpose of the loan 
without seeking professional advice. It was those factors which were the true cause of his loss, even 
though it was accepted that he would not have proceeded with the transaction if BPE had fulfilled its 
duty. 
 
Conclusion 
The decision will seem harsh to some but provide comfort to others who agonise over the boundaries of 
Laddie J.’s awareness of a risk or a potential risk to the client in Credit Lyonnais. However, the simple 
message is once again that a failure to take and then record instructions in writing deprives the 
practitioner of one vital aspect of control of the retainer. 


